Message from 6/3/2012, 3:30 P.M. (Prep-full moon Venus transit), Starbucks - Garden
Outlets Mall, Elizabeth, NJ (with sister and friend)

The Threshold

You are so dearly loved.

The earth turns and turns and you ride on her, minding your business. At times, many are
oblivious to the fact that you are moving through infinite space that is vast and expansive.
Many of you walk a path guided by tunnel vision that identifies threats, problems,
wishes, and wanting, rather than just being, celebrating this divine journey through space
and time, embracing the mysteries of existence itself.

The celestial bodies come in due time to remind you to look up and celebrate your
membership in the exclusive club of multidimensional beings, united in love with your
galactic family.

To fly means to be above your day-to-day drama and see the beauty in all that
encompasses existence. You were meant to fly; you were meant to soar above and to be
part of the cosmos.

Why are you telling us stories? We are busy and we have a life where we have to take
care of business.
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If you were meant to just be here and take care of business don’t you think that your
world would be friendlier to this reality? Do you find that your taking care of business as
usual is rewarding to you? Do you find magic in your life? Do you find miracles
wherever you go? Do you feel gratitude for everything and everyone that is part of your
life? Do you feel loved? Are you full or empty?

Your “real business” as you call it, is precisely that—to fly while being present in your
body, connected to your breath and heartbeat.

At times you look around you and you see all that is taking place and you wonder, what
is happening? Why am I here? Intuitively you know of your vastness, of your power, of
your contracts, and of your mission. You pause at times, knowing that where you are and
where your dreams are parted ways a long time ago. All that is left is a void—emptiness
despite the fact that everything seems to be “OK” and “fine.”

You are so much more than you were ever taught to believe. If you could only see
yourself for just a moment through our eyes, you would begin to dance to your own
divine melody and never stop.

There are doorways that were meant for you to walk through and each in lifetime you
may pass by many of them and never open a single one. And then comes a cycle—and
sacred this cycle is—when you become aware of the doors, and one by one you open
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them and walk through. Each door opened creates a pulse that changes the universal beat
around you. Each door opened introduces a new frequency to your reality and each new
reality allows you to soar higher. This is your time and your mission, to open these doors
and walk through. You are living in a time where many become aware of the “doors” and
you face a choice, either to walk through or to turn around and pretend that you didn’t see
them. Many of you find yourselves walking hesitantly as if not to awaken yourselves.
You fear this awakening because it is uncomfortable to acknowledge that you are not
aligned with your truth, with your mission and with the reason you came to be. Each door
opened represents the dying of an aspect of the self and the rebirth of another. You know
that once you open that door, you can never go back and close it, and you must pass
through. Humans fear the unknown, but yet you come here for that same reason. You
come to explore the mysteries of life, yet many wish to know what will happen to them
and pray at night for security and safety.

Why am I so afraid, you wish to know?

You fear that you have something to lose. You fear that you will be lost and never find
that which you are looking for. You fear that you will not be loved. All three aspects of
fear are the illusion you must pierce through and shutter. You have nothing to lose, only
to gain, when you let go and surrender your illusion of control. When you do not have a
specific destination you can never get lost and most importantly you are always loved. It
is your birthright to be loved despite, at times, the harsh physical reality that tells you a
different story.
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I am tired, what now?

Look up and watch the night sky, keep your eyes gazing at the stars and breathe deeply.
Become one with Venus, watch the moon and feel its radiance. Your galactic family is
watching you and it is time you say hello.

If I had known that there is something better out there I would surely open all doors but I
don’t, some silently think. I need guarantees because I do not wish to take risks and
waste my life.

NO life is ever wasted and whichever way you choose to go is sacred and offers learning.
There are some of you who came here for a special mission this lifetime. This mission is
second to none. It is one that was foretold by your ancestors and is one that you came
here to fulfill. You knew of it when you were preparing to descend into the birth canal;
you knew it when you emerged from your mother’s womb; you knew it when you were
growing up and you know it now. This knowing was never lost. This is the difference
between you and many others. You did not forget. You’ve always known that you are
here on Earth for a special mission—you just did not have the instructions yet laid out in
front of you. These instructions are now available and will be presented to you when you
open your door.
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Each of you comes here to accomplish specific learning for your own growth and add to
the luminosity of the whole. Some in this constellation act as the wax, others as the wick
and yet others as the flame. Your role is to be the candle holder. Without your
awakening, there would be no context for the wax, wick, and flame to exist.

No mission is greater than the other but some missions build the foundations for all other
missions. For Earth to exist as a home for consciousness to express itself in the physical,
you need certain conditions to manifest. Without breathable air and drinkable water, your
physical body will not survive. Air molecules and water molecules know of this contract
and represent an aspect of consciousness that lays the foundation for physical expression
to thrive. Same is with your mission. You are here to build what was never built before.
You are to build a bridge of light so that your current vibrational rate can be linked with
the next higher octave to create a smooth organic transition higher. Earth’s vibrational
rate is ascending, and your mission is to build the bridge for human angels to move in
alignment with Gaia and recalibrate their frequency so you may continue and thrive on
this journey of exploration and growth.

What if I said that I do not believe it and do not choose to partake in this mission?

We hug you and ask you to feel in your heart how loved you are for being here at this
time walking blindfolded. All we are doing is gently removing the blindfold that covers
your eyes and letting you see where you are and what it is that you came here to do. If
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after your eye covers are removed you choose to keep your eyes closed, know that you
are loved just the same and never judged. Your choices are sacred above all.

Will anything bad happen to me as a result of my choice?

It is funny to us that you are told over and over again of your power but you are so quick
to hand your power over to whomever. We are not more powerful than you are and in
fact, no one is. If anything “bad” will happen to you it will be from your choice to
awaken to or accelerate a journey that is not fulfilling your soul’s highest path and the
reason you are here now. No “harm” will come from any source other than you as a result
of you not following your mission. We are placing “bad” and “harm” in quotes because
there is really no such thing. It may be your perception that something serves you at one
point in time and does not serve you at another (and you assign plus or minus signs), but
your greater knowing experiences everything as plus. When you experience an event as
painful, horrible, and harmful, you truly register it in such terms but your soul does not. It
sees all of it as just one brush stroke in a masterpiece that makes you who you are. You
are eternal and vast and whatever you choose to experience on this plane of existence is a
sacred aspect of your learning and desire to explore being human, and to expand as a
result.

So what now?
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It’s time to choose whether you follow what you know to be your truth or you close your
eyes.

What happens if I say yes and choose to walk my highest path?

If we skip the description of the party, the fireworks, the high fives, and the
congratulations, all you need to really do is follow your heart and open those doors you
know need to be opened. You will not need to imagine them or create them as they will
appear clearly in front of you. Each time you walk through the threshold and cross to the
other side a new melody will sound. This melody is your sign that a new frequency has
just been introduced to all. This is the gift and the responsibility of those of you who are
to hold the context and foundation for the light to illuminate.

What should I expect?

You have come here to experience magic and miracles, and to fly. This is what you may
expect. All the heaviness that you hold on to for dear life will be challenged and tested,
presenting you with opportunities to become more transparent, lose weight, ascend in
vibration, and illuminate your planet.

Will I be happier than now?
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We cannot say that you will be happier but we can tell you that your glow will be seen
from your satellites and you will know deep inside that you are where you were meant to
be.

How should I proceed?

It’s your time to move out of your shell and emanate the messages that you have been
receiving to those who were meant to hear them. It is not you who is emanating, but the
light emanating through you so you must be present and allow. It is not your role to
create light but to allow light through. You are a vessel acting as a conduit.

Am I to do anything?

You are to do plenty and the doing will not feel like doing but more like allowing. You
are not expected to push any agenda or build lofty structures that will serve some lofty
ideas. Your role is to be in your heart and live from your heart. Your role is to open to
what is to come and embrace it without judging.

Do I need to know what is coming?

You need to know that your planet is in the midst of a fundamental change and you chose
to take part in this sacred process. You have been shown visions and those visions will
manifest when the time is ripe for them to manifest. Your role is to watch and allow,
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move to the melody and have no vested interest in the outcome—except for the outcome
to serve all through love and grace supporting a vision for Earth and all her inhabitants to
fulfill the highest potential at this time.

How do I know that I am walking the right path?

Once you open a door, you can no longer close it and you must walk through. Same here,
once you have followed your highest vision it will be the vision that comes to you and it
is the right path for you. You will feel it deeply and if it is not yours your light will not
allow it to come near you.

What’s the next step?

If we tell you the next step you will keep asking questions but will be no wiser than
before. Know that you are to walk where your heart is. The instructions are stored in your
heart and your role is to keep your heart open and to emanate love. You are to keep your
heart clear and block-free, keeping love flowing from you to others and from others to
you.

You are fulfilling the highest potential and we celebrate this moment with a hug, holding
you dear and congratulating you for walking the walk of an Angel disguised as a human,
and so be it.
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